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1 - SENTRY

How do you always find me

When I have so lost myself?

Always, now, I have come to know

I'll turn a corner, blind with grief and fury,

and there you'll be, waiting

with a sentry's perfect patience, full of certainties

I lost long ago. Full of hope that's not for me

or for yourself and certainly not for us, but for everything;

that it may, after all, be well, and very well, and well forever.

Turning the corners of this maze, the world, this maze, my prison,

I have began to look for your sentry's eyes.

2 - ANGEL

An angel holds a flaming sword

that commands us back from a paradise

no longer ours. No longer mine. Are you that angel

who commands me again to earth and mortal things? If so,

you come disguised; but still I know you by your lack of compromise

and by your flaming hair. You make me afraid

I will be obliged to live. 



3 - SILENCE

You ask me nothing, so I tell you all - as quick as the words will come,

half choking in my haste to spill them out.

The deepest words I never thought to say

to anyone are somehow now the only words I have.

Burning. Bitten. Crying out for Hecuba, that can be to you

nothing but a tale of the woe of strangers and I

the strangest of them all. And yet your silence draws it forth

from me like a poison that, being spat out, loses the power to hurt

and when at last I find that I am done, in the silence that comes then

I am bewildered to find myself at peace and lost

in the eloquence of your eyes.

4 - TOUCH

You touched me today

A hand upon my arm, your head turned away, commenting

on some inconsequential thing as if I were anyone, a friend

one might reach out to without premeditation, without weighing the effect.

I knew that I was brittle but not so fragile;

something shattered with that touch. Perhaps it was my belief

that no one would even touch me so again, gladly, that the distance

was now so great no one could reach across it or would dare to try.

You did it easily, which perhaps is why you could. And with that touch

I knew why you would want to and that a touch was to you all touches,

the unconsidered intimacy of lovers confident of each other's skins;

reaching easily through solid rock, through fire, across all limits.

Your fingers on my arm, your head turning back, tilting an inquiry

why I stood and stared. Something shattered. And I was free.


